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ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
9700 South CAss At EN E, ARQOw, tiros 60439 TEltphor< 312/972- 3196

August 11, 1980

Dr. Daniel R. Muller
Assistant Director for Environmental
Technology

Division of Engineering
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Mr. Muller:

Attached is a list of questions and requests for additional information
generated by the Argonne team as a result of its review of the Comanche
peak Environmental Report and the site visit of August 4th and 5th.

Argonne's ability to generate the Draft Environmental Statement on
schedule depends in a large part on the ability of the applicant to
respond fully and in a timely manner to these questions and requests.

Sincerely,
*

.

-

ames E. Carson
Division of Environmental Impact Studies.
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Enclosure

cc: John Lehr
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COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC STATION ;

FOPS L SITE REVIEW QUESTIONS p f

THE SITE

1. Provide an updated schedule for the co@letion of Units 1 and 2, such
~

a'; fuel loading, startup for commercial power dates , etc. ;

'

2. Provide an updated list of other agency reviews and approvals, including
a list of all licenses and approvalfCPSES will require prior to startup
of Units 1 and 2.

AIR OUALITY
,

1. Provide an ucdated surrary of existing air quality information applicable
to the site.

2. Provide a copy of theletter from the Texas Utilities Services , Inc. to
the Executive Director, Texas Air Control Board, dated 6 February 1980

| and their reply dated 12 February 1980.

3. Discuss the methods to be utilized to control fugitive dust during plant y
operation. /

'
CULTURAL RESOURCES

1. With reference to ER Sections 2.6.3.1 and 2.6.3.2, indicate how it can be
assured that cultural resource sites are not present at or near these

|

|
locations without looking. Provide detailed informaticn on surveys made
in the nearby area (i.e., within 25 miles) for similar topographici

settings with the same geological history.
I

2. (ER Section 2.6). Provide a detailed description of the settlement-
subsistence system for all cultural phases known in the nearby area
and a correlation of site-type, cultural-phase, and environmental setting
over time.

3. (ER Section 2.6). Describe the natural resources, or locations on the plant
properties of cultural or religious i@ortance to Native kericans living
in/or utilizing the nearby area, if any. Provide a detailed description
of the structure, function and current condition of all of the cultural
resourcesites that have been located on the plant properties.

.
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4. (ER Section 3.6). Provide a detailed description of the research design i
developed for site identification and all methods utilized in the field I
reconnaissance. Describe the kinds of strategies utilized in areas with
different topographic and vegetational settings.

[
5. Provide a detailed description of the criterion used to evaluate the

sites according to the four levels of data need presented on pages 2.6-4
and 2.6-5. What levels of data have been collected from the sites that
still remain on the plant properties ?

6. (ER Section 4.1). Discuss the specific plans for reducing aesthetic |impacts of CPSES site and along the associated transmission corridors.
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FORliAL QUESTIONS TO APPLICANT

|

"
Socio-Economics

i

1. Indicate, if available, how many workers will be present at CPSES (

lb ired ly

2) be retained from construction work force -

,

and/or
hyr k(

3) Mved from outside Somervell and Hood counties.

[PPROXIMATEPERCESTAGEES~/IMAfES'ARESUFFICIENT.
'

i <

2. Estimate to the extent feasible how many construction force workers ,

of CPSES who presently live in Somervell or Hood counties; ad2 will

choose to remain as residents of these counties after construction

is complete.

3. Update taxes paid by CPSES to 1ccal and State government and discuss

the factors which influence the projection of tax payments over the <

life of the plant.

4. Provide a cap by cete3eq of land owners by ca egory (public (by juris-
M avo 4:ccets 6v h

diction), private, TEC] who located within a quarter of a mile of the
A d e.c.ste m S

reservoir. Document, if and when a cailable, any formal di;;.ssions re-

garding the use and control of the reservoir for recreational purposes

or other land use/ ownership decisions.

. .. .
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TERRESTRIAL _ ECOLOGY - LAND USE

1. Land use is mainly discussed in Section 3.9-5 to 3.9-9 of the ER-OL but
it did not mention any cooperative agreements with land owners and land
use restrictions on right-of-way associated with CPSES. Please provide
a description of right-of-way agreement.

2. Provide information on management of undeveloped parts of the site and r

transmission corridors during the lifetime of the plant.
b

3. (ER Section 3.9) Describe any additional transmission lines not described
in the ER-0L directly associated with CPSES that will be constructed during
lifetime of the plant. ER-OL 4.2-1 to 4.2-5.

'

4. (ER Section 3.9.1.3) Indicate which herbicides are/will be used along
transmission line right-of-way. Provide the EPA registration numbers
of the herbicides, and any restrictions for using them. Indicate who -

will be responsible for the application of the herbicides and their
qualification requirements. Indicate how, and how often and when (what ,

time of year) they are to be applied. Indicate which pesticides are/will ,

be used on site and along right-of-way. Identifiy state regulations
and/or permits requirements for use of the herbicides and pesticides to
be applied. ER-OL 4. 2-10. ,

5. (ER Section 3.9) Describe the measures that have been or will be under-taken to insure that the transmission lines do not interfere with irrigation
and crop dusting activities.

6. (ER Section 4.1) Give details for monitoring and mitigating erosion
problems during lifetime of plant. Describe the extent to which native 3

vegetation has been seeded. Provide documentation on the success of seed-
ing these grasses. Provide a replanting schedule -(if available). ER-0L ?

Section 3.3, 3.4, 4.0. ,

1

7. (ER Section 4.2) Describe the safety measures which were undertaken to
ensure that metal structures such as fences, barns, buildings, etc. near
the activated transmission lines are adequately grounded to preclude i

|
1 electrical shock hazards.

|

|

|
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GEOLOGY
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i

1. Please provide en update of Section 2.5.6 (Mineral Resources) to include

a discussion of the location and production rates of the gas wells located on

the CPSES site. !

- |
4

2. Please provide the folicwing references from Section 2.5.7 of the ER: '

.

:
Shubert, D. H.,1969, Increased Seismicity in Texas: Texas

Journal of Science, Vol. 21, pp. 37-41.
I

ISellards, E. H.,1935. Balcones Zones of Faulting and Folding: The
!. .

University of Texas Bulletin No. 3201.
.
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WATER QUALITY

I

1. (ER Section 3.6.2.3)-Provide the thickness of the clay liner in the ,

'
evaporation pond and the pemeability through the liner in en/sec.

lEstimate the permeability increase of the liner due to leaching of
?

the chemicals discharged to the evaporation pond and provide the basis |
>

for the estimate.
i

2. (ER Section 3.6.2.3)-Provide an updated list of chemicals discharged to

the evaporation pond following determination of RCRA compliance. For

any contaminants, previously identified as being routed to the evapora-

pond which cannot be disposed of ir, that manner, describe the agreed upon

method of treatment and disposal. Include method of treatment and dis-

posal. In the treatment description, include the concentrations of these

contaminants in waste streams, treated effluent, and receiving body, and -

'

frequency of discharges.
.

3. (ER Section 3.6.2.4)-Describe possible pathways of hydrazine release

from the secondary cooling water system into the environment. Estimate

the amount released in each pathway and concentration in the receiving

body. Identify any mitigating measures for each pathway.

4. Specify the organic corrosion inhibitor listed in Table 3.6-1 of the OL-ER,

and if available, the EPA registration number.

|
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5. (ER Section 3.6)-Estimate the amount of copper released to Squaw Creek -

.

Reservoir as a result of corrosion /erosien. Provide the basis for the

estimate. !
l

6. (ER Section 3.6)-The following chemicals, cyclohexylamine, sodium

phosphate, lithir. hydroxide, and detergents, are id'entified in the

CP-ER, but not in the OL-ER. If these chemicals will be used during -

I

operation, identify source of use and amount consumed, frequency of

discharge, concentrations in system water and waste streams, release

point, and estimate increase in concentration in the receiving body.

7. (ER Section 3.7)-Provide an updated description of the sanitary waste

treatment system. Estimate flow rate during nomal operation and

during refueling. Describe the planned use of the package units during

operation (eg. split st-eam treatment, or complete shutdown of one or

more units). Estimate the B00 and total suspended solids concentrations
5 3

in the total effluent, and the amount of sanitary waste sludge produced ,

per year.

I
1

|
!

|
|

|
|
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1. Discuss plans to monitor SCR during operation of the CPSES until such
time as the reservoir becomes part of a pub'iic recreational area.

2. Lake Granbury is reported to be " brackish" because of its high salinity. A
In view of this condition, show what changes are to be expected in Lake 4

'Granbury salinity as a result of a return flow from SCR. ER-OL, pp. 5.1-4;
Appendix "D" of Original ER; Aquatic - p. 299. |

3. Provide the level of concentration of chlorine (TRC) that will be released f
via the CPSES effluent into the Squaw Creek Reservoir (SCR), according to {the latest information. ER-OL Secs. 3.6; 3.7; 5.1.3.3, on p. 5.1-7, -

6.2.2; Environ. Tech. Spec. Sec. 4.1.

4. Describe the extremes of temperature and salinity to be expected in the
SCR and Lake Granbury as a result of operation of CPSES, (e.g., low and
high flow, low /high temperature, low /high salinity and combinations thereof
superimposed on extremes of power plant operation). Original ER-5.1, 5.2.

5. Describe the access, if any, that the public will have to Squaw Creek
Reservoir for recreational purposes. Indicate the limitations on recreational
activities.

6. Discuss ultimate fate of treated waste from the CPSES' evaporation ponds.
Indicate anticipated frequency of material removal from the evaporation
ponds. (ER-OL, Sec. 3.7; Sec. 5.4, p. 5.4-1; Sec. 6.2.2, p. 6.2-1).

!
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HYOROLOGY

|

!
1. ER-OL, Fiqure 3.3-10. !

Please provide a more legible figure showing the iprofile of the eqJaliZation channel (s5fe shutdown spillway for mini dam).
{
'

2. ER-OL, page 3.4-5, Section 3.4.2.2. !

temperature rise and perform the themal plume analysis for SSIPlease indicate the service waterf
during the normal operation of the station. *

i

3. ER-OL, page 3.4-5.
Please discuss the effects on the water temperature

in the SSI due to the possible thermal wedge intrusion of the Panther ;

Branch Arm of the SCR through equalization channel,
i

4. ER-OL, page 3.4-5, Section 3.4.3.1. The circulating water system as
,

but not limited to the discharge tunnel and the discharge channel. presented in ER-CP has been modified at several locations including
However, the data presented in Table 3.4-5 in the ER-OL do not
reflect these modifications. The position numbers given in the table
do not correspond to the numbers shown on Figure 3.4-14 in the ER-OL.
Several numbers mentioned on page 3.4-5 in the ER-OL describing the
discharge channel design are also different from the numbers shownon Figure 3.4.-5

in the ER-OL. Please clarify these discrepancies. '

5. ER-OL, page 3.4-5, Section 3.4.3.1. Please provide a schematic
diagram showing the design details of the discharge tunnels and also
describe the raterial used for constructing the discharge channel floor,

i

I
|

|

|
|
|
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NEED FOR PROJECT, ALTERNATIVES TO OPERATI0tl, AtlD BENErIT COST

PRv oc * R & tarp "c"
1. $_J c ng;M na load management or time-of-use studies to

.

detemine if better management could delay the necd for the plant? !
*

a TLe *

fresent in sumary fom the relevant issues, e conservation steps '

you have taken to delay the need for power beyond that year, and M T/.e
'

future conservation steps you contemplate which may have that effect. -

2. Identify and give a short explanation of any developing federal or state
,

or local government or regulatory policy, laws or actions existing or

pending which you believe may substantially affect your fuel supply.

3. Will your system be more reliable with C.P. than without it? If yes, ex-

plain how the increased reliability comes about. ;

4. In the year that both units are first both running would C.P. replace
,

any baseload pitnt on your system which ca1 be operated and maintained ,

more inexpensively than C.P.?

5. Provide fom 1 and fom 12 reports filed with the FPC for the three
{

most recent years.

|

6. For Schedule 432a, fom 1, please further provide the breakdown of kilo- *

|

| watt hours generated (line 12), fuel costs (line 21), and production
|

costs other than fuel (line 34 minus line 21) for each of the fuel types

for each of the plants (when there is more than one fuel type)?

7. Please provide the anticipated loading order of units by type of fuel
,

I for each of the seasons of the year.

|

|

|

|
|
1
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Indicate the dates g(electrical generatien will be8. (ER Section 1).

fully available from each unit.

9. Provide sa ple demand and energy projection methodolcgy used by DP and L

in sunr.ary fom. E.G., a least squares projection (Sec. 1.1.1.2.1)

10. Provide the most recent sum.ary docu ents from Edisen Electric Institute,

CPL, TUGCO, TESCO, TPL, TUCS, TIS and ERCOT in which the assunptions,

methods and conclusions for, and esticates of, need for pcwer in the

relevant regions are calculated. If unavailable, explain why.(Sec.1.1.1.2.1)

11. Discuss the bases for the conclusion (page 1.1-16) that the additien of

a nuclear plant provides the proper nix of energy sources for the TUCS

area. (Sec.1.1.2)

12. (ER Section 1). Explain what you mean by " statistical theory of extrere

values" and " exponential smoothing," and give a short example of hcw you

used each in the need for power calculatien.

13. (ER Sections 1 and 11). If the reserve cargin with Comanche Peak

turns out to be substantially in excess of 15t over a good portion of the

plant life, will TUCS tembers close down or reduce usage cf less effi-

cient plants? If yes, state which plants and show the calculation for

any saving of r.cney or energy which would cccur. If no such saving wculd

occur, state the reasons nhy Cccanche Peak would be operated. Assee 70%

load factor and give the year in which 70% will be achieved.

14 (ER Section 1). Indicate the reasons that 10% of Conanche Peak is being

sold. Is it correct that this sale will not materially change any conclu-

sien concerning your system?

.

--

--
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15. Page 1.3-1 claims the best interest of customers, from among other things |
?

the cost standpoint, is to place Comanche Peak in service on schedule. :

!

Show the calculation which proves Comanche Peak will Tower KWh cost to :
-

t

| customers on schedule. If a different calculation supports your point i
1

for Section 1.3.2 show it.

'

16a. Expand the di*cussion of Section 1.3.3 to shcw exactly what the shortage of

non-nuc'. ear fuel would be if Comanche Peak did not operate. Explain in

detail any difficulties envisioned in obtaining oil and gas as fuels and

explain the evidence for it.
r

16b. Indicate the number of barrels of oil or thems of gas that would be saved

|Iby nomal operation of CPSES per year assuming normal operation of Units

1 and 2. Include the basis for the above calculation.-

t

17. (ER Section 5.7 and 5.8). Reconcile the claim of 30 year economic life

for the plant (page 5.7-6) and at least 40 year operating life (page 5.8-1).
1-

18. P. ovide an updated discussion of decomiissioning costs and include bases

for assumptions used, '
'

19. (ERSection8). Update all numbers in Chapter 8 which are outdated and

apply to operation (i.e. no need to update construction infonnation).

20. Show the calculation of present value for CPSES as stated Section 8.1.1.3,

and state why you use the discount rate you do.

21. ERChapters1,8and11). What proportion of TU sales are on an inter-

naptible basis, and are any uses in addition to industrial on an inter-
.

ruptible basis?

22. Update the discussion of 8.2.1.1 and provide the bases for use of the

percentage value for AFUDC. *

_ . .. m - -r_. ,. - ~ . . ,
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Show the calculation for fixed charge and operating, maintenance and fuel23.

costs (page 8.2-4). How was 3.67% arrived at as the depreciation rate, |
i

18% as the fixed charge rate, and how did you use it in calculating fixed ;

i

lcharges?

the value of the most valuable
24. (ERSection11). Estimate ,

crop which could be grown or grazed on site if the plant did not operate.

25. (ER Section 1, 8 and 11). Estimate total system production costs and
.

.

energy production in KWh with and without the CPSES units in each of thei
,

first 5 years they both operate at full capacity assuming zero load growth

between now and then, and for the case of your projected load growth be-

Give costs in millions of dollars and mills per KWh.
tween now and then.

List the assumptions and show the basic calculations. If you were able

to achieve 70% capacity factor in the early years due to trouble-free
,

operation, how would that affect the production cost comparison.

26. (ER Sections 1, 8 and 11). If CPSES is not licensed, give the source of

the needed energy from the next best alternative.
,

Indicate an.y change in service area, regional relation-
27. (ER Section 1).

ships, new forecasts of s.ystem production costs, base load, temperature

sensitive load and peak load, system capability, reserves and reserve mar-

gin since FES-cp and also OL application.

The staff feels that much of the environmental report regarding need for28.

power, cost benefit and the alternative of not operating C.P. presents

infomation in a conclusionary fashion. The spirit of the above questions

and the revisions bf chapters in the ER should be to document and to prove

Without that infomation the staff cannot do an inde-your conclusions.

pendent analysis of your conclusions as required by the Council on Envi-
ronmental Quality regulations for implementing ftEPA.

- _- _-_________


